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Abstract—This work deals with Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar
(ISAR) autofocusing of non cooperative moving targets. Therelative
motion between the target and the sensor often provides the angular
diversity necessary for Range-Doppler ISAR imagery but also unwanted
range migration and phase changes generating defocusing. In the case of
non-cooperative targets, the relative motion is unknown: ISAR needs
hence to implement an autofocus step, also referred to as motion
compensation, to achieve high resolution imaging. This task is typically
carried out via the optimization of proper functionals based on general
image quality parameters. In this work, we propose the use ofa fast
and accurate motion compensation algorithm based on the estimation
of the Doppler parameters, thus fully coping with the nature of the
imaging system. The effectiveness of the proposed method isproven on
both simulated data and data acquired by operational systems.

Index Terms—ISAR, FMCW, Doppler Parameters Estimation Algo-
rithm, Doppler Centroid, Doppler Rate.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) is a technology that
exploits the sensor to the target motion to form a two-dimensional (2-
D) detailed images of moving targets [1]. The use of large bandwidth
transmitted pulses allow on one hand a high range resolution. The
coherent combination of target echoes received at different aspect
angles provides, on the other hand, a high cross-range resolution.
The key element for high cross range resolution is the aspectangular
diversity, which is either due to the target rotation or induced by
the target cross range motion: in the latter, more realisticcase, the
unavoidable variation of the sensor to target distance leads also to the
presence of phase terms that, if uncompensated at the focusing stage,
may generate heavy defocusing. To achieve very high resolution
imaging, such phase term has to be thus compensated by Motion
Compensation (MoCo) procedures [1]. Typically, the targetis not
cooperative with the sensor: The required focusing parameters are
therefore not known a-priori and must be estimated directlyfrom
the radar data by means autofocusing procedures implemented at the
motion compensation stage [1].

Several motion compensation algorithms have been developed
and proposed in the recent literature [2]–[7]: They are typically
divided in parametric and non-parametric methods. Non-parametric
techniques such as the so called envelope correlation method [2],
the global range alignment [3], the Prominent Point Processing
(PPP) [4] and the Phase Gradient Algorithm (PGA) [5] are very
simple and popular, mainly because they do not require any model
assumption. However, such methods can only achieve accuracies on
the order of fractions of the range resolution whereas the required
accuracy is on the wavelength fraction order. Other non-parametric
methods, such as the Maximum Likelihood [8] technique and the
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Joint Time-Frequency Analysis (JTFA) [9] technique, have been also
proposed. Such techniques typically divide the entire observation
interval in multiple frames that are separately processed to generate
multiple range-Doppler images. The relative motion in thiscase
must be considered negligible within each frame to avoid target
defocusing. The achieved cross range resolution is then lower than
that obtainable with techniques exploiting the entire observation
interval. Nonetheless, advanced methods such as the S-method [10]
can use the entire observation time and produce high resolution ISAR
images.
Recently proposed parametric approaches, specificaly the image-
entropy or Image Contrast-Based Technique (ICBT), are recognized
to be state of art methods for achieving very high resolutionISAR
images.
A simple and computationally efficient ISAR autofocusing parametric
approach, namely the Doppler Parameters Estimation Algorithm
(DPEA) has been proposed in the context of refocusing of moving tar-
gets in SAR images [11]. DPEA is based on a very efficient Doppler
parameters estimation module. SAR DPEA refocusing estimates the
Doppler focusing parameters by updating the starting Doppler rate
value estimated from orbital state vectors, see (31) in [11]. ISAR
systems are typically fixed and for non cooperative targets there is no
initial estimation of the radial acceleration. The method,as proposed
in [11], is therefore not directly applicable to an ISAR system. In this
work, we propose an improved version of DPEA able to perform an
ISAR focusing, i.e. the focusing of moving targets sensed bya static
radar.
In this work we address the development of an approach able to
operate regardless of the a-priori knowledge of the initialestimates
of the Doppler parameters. Respect to known parametric approaches
based on optimization of general image quality measurements, i.e.
ICBT [7] or entropy minimization [6], the proposed approachexploits
the intrinsic characteristics of the acquired radar signal, thus fully
coping with the specific (Doppler) peculiarities of the radar imaging
system.Thanks to this feature, as shown in the experimental results
section, DPEA generally allows to achieve focusing capabilities com-
parable or even better than classical parametric based methods, but
with a reduced computational costs.The latter feature is particularly
appealing for operational purposes especially for quasi real time
imaging of moving targets for harbour traffic monitoring.

II. SIGNAL MODEL

To describe the received signal, we refer to the geometry depicted
in Figure 1 where the sensor is located at(0, 0, h) in the system of
coordinates(x1, x2, x3) and we consider also the reference system
(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) on the target: the latter is assumed to move along an
arbitrary trajectory. In a typical ISAR scenario, by assuming that
the target size is significantly smaller than the radar-target distance
(iso-range approximation):R(ξ, ts) ≃ R0(ts) + ξ1sin(θ(ts)) +
ξ2cos(θ(ts)), whereR(ξ, ts) is the distance at timets between the
sensor and a scatterer,R0(ts) is the modulus of the vectorR0(ts)
which locates the position of the reference point on the target (see
Figure 1).
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Fig. 1: Reference geometry of the ISAR system.

We suppose that the sensor transmits an ideal pulse with the
bandwidthB at a carrier frequencyf0 over an observation interval
of T [1]. In the following we will assume always the frequencyf
and the slow-timets be limited in |f − f0| 6 B/2 and |ts| 6 T/2.
The signal backscattered from the target to the sensor, as function of
the frequencyf and the slow-timets is given by:

Sb(f, ts) = e−j4π f
c
R0(ts)

∫ ∫
γ(ξ1, ξ2)

e−j4π f
c
(ξ1sin(θ(ts))+ξ2cos(θ(ts)))dξ1dξ2.

(1)

wherec is the speed of light;(ξ1, ξ2) are the cross-range and (slant)
range coordinates respectively defining the target imagingplane and
γ(ξ1, ξ2) is the reflectivity function representing the projection ofthe
3-D reflectivity function on the image plane [1]. Equation (1) is the
classical expression of the ISAR signal: it highlights thatthe received
signal can be considered as a the Fourier Transformation (FT) of the
backscattering function associated with the target in a polar domain.
Generally, the observation intervalT is small and the rotation may be
assumed uniform so that:θ(ts) ≃ Ωeff ts whereΩeff is the modulus
of the effective rotation vectorΩeff . The received signal in (1) can
be thus rewritten as:

Sb(f, ts) ≈ e−j4π f
c
R0(ts)Γ(f, ts) (2)

where letting,Rx1
= c/(2f0ΩeffT ) (cross-range resolution), we

have:

Γ(f, ts) =

∫ ∫
γ(ξ1, ξ2)e

−j2π(Rx1
T)ξ1tse−j2π 2f

c
ξ2dξ1dξ2. (3)

In coherent imaging contexts the reflectivity is assumed to have a
(real) positive, i.e., zero phase, autocorrelation [12]. Hence, hereafter
we assume that the autocorrelation ofΓ, i.e.RΓ is (real) and positive,
so that the FT ofRΓ, i.e., |γ|2 may be assumed concentrated around
the origin.

To reconstruct the ISAR image, however, a key step is represented
by the motion compensation stage, which consists of evaluating and
compensating the phase termexp{−j(4πf/c)R0(ts)}. Following
this operation a simple inverse FT provides the wanted target recon-
struction: This approach is known as Range-Doppler approach [1].
The Point Spread Function (PSF), i.e. the impulse Response Function
(γ(ξ1, ξ2) = γ0δ(ξ1, ξ2)) can be easily derived as being equal to:

sI(τ, fd) = γ0TB
∣∣sinc

[
B
(
τ − 2ξ2

c

)]∣∣∣∣∣sinc
[
T
(
fd − ξ1

Rx1
T

)]∣∣∣ ,
(4)

wheresinc(x) = sin(πx)/(πx), τ is the round trip delay,fd is the
doppler frequency.

III. D OPPLERPARAMETERSESTIMATION ALGORITHM

MoCo procedure is a fundamental step for the generation of high
resolution ISAR images. In the case of non cooperative targets, the
motion parameters are unknown to the sensor. To achieve highcross
range resolution, the termR0(ts) has to be estimated directly from
the data and removed. DPEA exploits the Doppler properties of the
ISAR signal to estimate the target motion parameters for MoCo.
We assume that the relative motion between the sensor and the

target is smooth and regular so that the distanceR0(ts) can be well
approximated by second order Taylor polynomial:

R0(ts) ≈ R0 + vRts + aRt
2
s, (5)

where vR = Ṙ0(0) and aR = R̈0(0)/2: dots and double dots
represent the first and second derivatives with respect to the time.
The coefficientsvR and aR are the radial component of the target
velocity and acceleration, respectively: They are also related to the
frequency Doppler parameters (the Doppler centroidfDC and the
Doppler ratefDR) as follow:

fDC =
2f

c
vR fDR =

4f

c
aR. (6)

Both motion coefficientsvr andar, can be thus retrieved by estimat-
ing the Doppler centroid and the Doppler rate parameters. Werefer
to (2) and hereafter, just for sake of simplicity, we reason with a one
dimensional signal by neglecting the dependence on the frequency,
thus by lettingf = f0. We have therefore:

Sb0(f, ts) , e−j2π(fDC ts+
fDR

2
t2s)Γ0(ts), (7)

where, for sake of simplicity, we have substituted the relation between
the motion parameters and the Doppler parameters as explained in
the formula (6) andΓ0(ts) = Γ(f = f0, ts).

A. Doppler Centroid Estimation

The Doppler centroid is a key parameter for the cross-range
focusing: It represents the average Doppler shift which affects the
backscattered signal. The Doppler centroid estimation is obtained by
re-adapting the algorithm proposed in [13] in the context ofclassical
SAR focusing. With reference to (7), let us define the following
function:

S0(ts) , e−jπfDRt2sΓ0(ts). (8)

Therefore, the signal defined in formula (7) can be easily written as:

Sb0(ts) = S0(ts)e
−j2πfDC ts (9)

The (discrete time) autocorrelation functionRs(k) is therefore:

RSb0
(k) = RS0

(k)e−j2πkTRfDC . (10)

with Rs0 being the autocorrelation function of the sampled version
(ts = kTR k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1) of the signalS0(ts). As already
mentioned in Section II we assume thatRΓ is real and positive.
This assumption stems from the fact that the Fourier spectrum of
the received signal along the slow time is peaked around the doppler
frequency associated with the radial velocity of the target. According
to this consideration, by measuring the phase of the correlation
function defined in (10), it is possible to estimate the Doppler centroid
as follows:

f̂DC(k) =
1

2πkTR
arg{RSb0

(k)}, (11)

wherearg is the phase extraction operator. A Maximum Likelihood
estimation offDC can be achieved as in [14]. A robust and accurate
centroid estimation, close to the Maximum Likelihood estimation
derivable when the observed scene is described by a withe Gaussian
process can be achieved by settingk = 1 in (11).

B. Doppler Rate Estimation

The algorithm for the estimation of the Doppler rate takes inspira-
tion as well as from a previous algorithm developed for focusing SAR
images acquired by satellite sensors [15]. It exploits the following
linear mapping:fd = fDRts between the Doppler frequencyfd and
the slow-timets. The rationale of the method is that forfDR 6= 0
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two sub looks corresponding to different doppler windows provide,
according to linear mapping:fd = fDRts, images centered at
differentts. To estimate the slope of this linear mapping, the proposed
algorithm exploits the cross correlation between images generated by
at least two sub-apertures. We assume that the Doppler centroid term
has been compensated as explained in the previous sub-section, and,
therefore we next refer to the signalS0(ts) defined in formula (8).
It can be shown that the cross correlation function between two sub-
looks,S1 andS2 can be written as:

Rs1s2(ν) = FT{RΓ0
(η)RΓ0

(−η)e−j2πfDR
T
2
ηΛ2( η

T
)} =

A
[
(ν−fDRT/2)

T

]
.

(12)

whereΛ() is the classical triangular function. A thorough mathemati-
cal derivation of the above formula is provided in the supplementary
file CITARE IL FILE SUPPLEMENTARE. From (12), it is seen
that A is defined as the FT of{RΓ0

(η)RΓ0
(−η)Λ2( η

T
)}: the latter

is a real, even and positive function. Therefore, reasoningas in
the previous subsection, it can be concluded thatA achieves its
maximum value in the origin. In the simplified case of a single
scattererRΓ0

(η) is a constant function and thereforeA reduces to
the convolution between two squaredsinc() functions. In any case,
i.e. either in the presence of a dominant scatterer on in a more
general situation of a target with distributed scatterers,the cross-
correlation between the two sub-looks produces a maxima at the
position fDRT/2. According, by measuring the maximum of the
cross-correlation function, that is:

ν̂max = argmax
ν

{Rs1,s2(ν)} = fDR
T

2
(13)

it is possible to achieve the estimation of the Doppler rate as:

f̂DR =
2

T
ν̂max (14)

C. Overall Processing Procedure

In this section we provide an overall description of the ISARimag-
ing based on DPEA for motion compensation. The block diagramof
the proposed procedure is shown in Figure 2. We start from data

Fig. 2: Block diagram of DPEA processor. The dashed arrows represent the
possibility to iterate the estimation procedures in order to take into account

possible residual errors.

generated by a generic radar system, it could be a classical pulsed
radar or Frequency Modulate Continuous Wave (FMCW) radar. The
target selection module in Figure 2, also known as cropping,is
necessary for extraction of the data relative to the target of interest,
which is typically present together with clutter and other targets.
After the cropping of the data, as illustrated in Figure 2, DPEA first
of all estimates the Doppler centroid by exploiting the procedure
described in the Section III-A and then operates its compensation. It
is worth to note that this compensation is carried out in the range
frequency domain to accommodate also the so called range walk
(linear component of the target range migration). In order to improve
the estimation, the process can be iterated (see the dashed line) until

TABLE I: Simulation Parameters.

Parameters Specification
Carrier Frequency 9.26 GHz

Bandwidth 300 MHz
Observation Interval 1 s

Pulse Repetition Frequency 650 Hz
Target radial velocity 5m/s

Target radial acceleration 0.5m/s2

the difference between two iterations is below a pre-set threshold:
convergence typically requires very few iterations.
The algorithm performs subsequently the Doppler rate estimation by
exploiting the procedure described in the Section III-B. The estimated
value is used to compensate, again in the range frequency domain,
the whole range migration. Similarly to the centroid compensation,
the rate estimation and compensation steps are iterated. Iterations
are typically very limited. Finally, the algorithm performs the “Final
focusing” block for generating the Range-Doppler ISAR image with
the estimated parameters.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section aims at demonstrating the effectiveness of thepro-
posed technique with tests on both simulated data and data acquired
by operational systems. Results achieved by the proposed technique
have been then compared with those obtained by a state of art mo-
tion compensation parametric technique for accurate and fast ISAR
imaging, namely: the Image-Contrast Based Technique autofocusing
algorithm [7].

A. Simulated Data

The first test is carried out on a simulated data-set correspond-
ing to a ship. A point target simulator has been developed, and,
data corresponding to a ship target supposed to be moving with
a rectilinear trajectory with uniformly accelerated motion (constant
radial velocity and radial acceleration) have been generated. The
simulation parameters are summarized in Table I. The simulations
have been exploited for comparing the estimation performances of
DPEA and ICBT methods in the presence of noise; to this end thedata
has been corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise. Monte Carlo
simulations have been run to quantify the estimation performances
for each motion component: a total of500 trials are processed for
each SNR value with the aforementioned simulated ISAR system.
From the statistical analysis shown in Figure 3, it is seen that the
proposed DPEA method allows achieving better accuracy thanICBT
both of the radial velocity and radial acceleration. This isrelated to
the fact that DPEA is based on the measurement and optimization of
quantities related to the Doppler phase history which is a key feature
in the imaging mechanism. With reference to the radial velocity,
ICBT performs better for very low SNR: This is probably due to
the high contrast characteristics of the simulated scene. The flatness
of the DPEA curve indicates a very high robustness of the proposed
Doppler rate estimation procedure to achieve high accuracylevels.
Finally, as for the computational costs, it should be pointed out that
the application of optimization procedure generally carried out in
ICBT to speed up the computational time performances was not
possible because of the presence local maxima in the image contrast
function corresponding to cases of low SNR. Accordingly theICBT
was run with the exhaustive search (brute force search) which is
extremely time consuming.
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Fig. 3: Performance comparison between DPEA and ICBT in the case of
additive withe Gaussian noise and500 Monte Carlo trials.

TABLE II: System Parameters of the CMRE radar.

Parameters Specification
Carrier Frequency 9.6 GHz

Bandwidth 300 MHz
Range Resolution 0.50 m

PRF 611,546 Hz
Observation Interval (T ) 3,349 s

B. Data acquired by operational systems

In order to validate and test the proposed technique in different
operative conditions and in presence of different clutter scenario,
the Doppler Parameter Estimation Algorithm has been testedwith
two independent FMCW X-band radar systems. The results obtained
by using DPEA have been again compared with those generated by
ICBT. The comparison analysis between the two different algorithms
has been carried out by considering the following features:image
visual quality, image contrast, entropy of the image intensity, peak
value of the image intensity and computational load.

1) First Case Study: As first case study, the Doppler Parameter
Estimation Algorithm has been tested with a maritime X-band
radar system data-set owned by Centre for Maritime Research&
Experimentation (CMRE) in the Gulf of La Spezia (Italy). Themain
radar parameters are illustrated in Table II: typical operative range
values are between 2 and 5 Km.

We have considered the problem of focusing the moving ship
showed in Figure 4(a) acquired with horizontal polarization. As
evident from Figure 4(a) the target image is affected by consider-
able de-focusing, in fact, the range-Doppler target image shows a
significant blurring and thus it is not possible to identify the shape
of the vessel. The images obtained using the DPEA and ICBT
autofocusing techniques are shown in Figures 4(b) and 4(c):dB
scales with respect to the maximum values have been adopted;the
horizontal axis corresponds to the (slant) range from the first pixel
before cropping, the vertical axis to the Doppler. The scaling from
Doppler to cross range requires the estimation of the magnitude of
the effective rotation vector [16]. From the visual point ofview, both
algorithms has achieve satisfactory image focusing: the contours of
the ship are much more delineated than in the original image.The
results in terms of image contrast, entropy and peak reflect the visual
inspection results. Such results are shown in Table III. As shown in
Table III, ICBT achieves a slight higher contrast but a higher value
of entropy and a lower peak value. DPEA is however more than three
times faster than ICBT.

2) Second Case Study: The testing data-set is relative to a test
of a system carried out within the experiments of the NATO SET-
196 Task Group on “Multichannel/Multistatic Radar Imagingof
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Fig. 4: First case study with data acquired by the CMRE operational
system: comparison between DPEA and ICBT.

TABLE III: Comparison Parameters forfirst case study
Parameters Raw Data DPEA ICBT

Contrast 2.563 3.963 3.959
Entropy 8.806 6.082 6.056

Peak 5.310× 10
6

3.486 × 10
7

3.775 × 10
7

Computational load, s 0.528 1.756

Non-Cooperative Targets” in Livorno (Italy) in 2014 by using the
HABITAT radar system. The main radar parameters are illustrated in
Table IV.

In Figure 5(a) it is shown the cropping of a moving ship in the
range-Doppler domain with an observation interval of1.5 seconds.
As can be seen the range-Doppler image of the target, also in this
case, is affected by a rather large defocusing involving blurring
effects: The different point scatterers representative ofthe ship are
not easily distinguishable. Figures 5(b) and 5(c) show the Range-
Doppler images of target refocused with the DPEA and the ICBT
techniques, respectively. From a visual inspection, both methods
achieve satisfactory results. In fact, also in this case thecontours

TABLE IV: System Parameters of the HABITAT radar.

Parameters Specification
Carrier Frequency 9.6 GHz

Bandwidth 300 MHz
Resolution 0.50 m

PRF 611, 546 Hz
Observation Interval (T ) 1.5 s

TABLE V: Comparison Parameters forsecondcase study

Parameters Raw Data DPEA ICBT
Contrast 1.484 1.589 1,591
Entropy 7.400 6.475 6.333

Peak 3.218 × 106 8.718× 106 1.007× 107

Computational load 0.253 s 0,647 s
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Fig. 5: Secondcase study with data acquired by the HABITAT operational
system: comparison between DPEA and ICBT.

of the ship are much more delineated than in the original image and
the point spread function of a dominant scatterer is well concentrated.
What previously stated by the visual inspection, it is also confirmed
by evaluating the quality imaging parameters described in the Table
V. The DPEA achieves, albeit very slightly, a higher entropy, a lower
contrast and a lower peak. However, the visual inspection ofthe
images in 5(c) appears to be in favor of the DPEA: The contoursof
the ship in Figure 5(b) look more delineated than in the ICBT result,
i.e. Figure 5(c). The computational load analysis again confirm the
advantages of DPEA whose processing time is more than halvedwith
respect to ICBT.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we have described a simple, fast and accurate Inverse
SAR focusing algorithm that exploits the Doppler characteristics of

the ISAR signal. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm has been
proven by testing it on simulated data and on two different data-
sets acquired by operative radar systems. The estimation accuracy,
measurable in the simulated case, and, the results, obtained by testing
the proposed algorithm with data acquired by two operating radar
systems, have been also compared with those achieved by a classical
parametric method, namely: the Image Contrast Based Technique. All
tests have shown that the proposed algorithm is a valid alternative to
classical methods being able to achieve, with the same final image
quality, robustness and a computational time gain.
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